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Worksheet for 
Rating Practice Exercise Part 3 (PS):  

“Angel Playing with Playdough”  
 

 
 
 
Step 1: Meet Angel 
Angel’s (pronounced “Ahnhell”) teacher provided the following description:  

Angel is three years and nine months old. He and 
his family recently moved to the United States and 
Angel is a dual language learner. He is very social 
and is quickly developing friendships with other 
children in the classroom. He loves playing with 
cars, trains, and small planes. Angel is learning to 
participate in classroom routines and often requires 
adult assistance. He enjoys small group activities 
with play dough and paper and writing implements. 
He receives speech and language services during his 
school day. His IEP team determined that no 
adaptations are used during his school day. 
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Step 2:  In the DRDP (2015) Preschool Fundamental View Assessment Manual, read SED 4: Relationships 
and Social Interactions with Peers 
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Step 3:  Watch the video clip. After the clip ends, use the space below to jot down your observations of 
Angel in relation to this measure. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 4:  Read the following documentation of other observations made of Angel related to this measure. 
 

Source of Information Recent Observations of Aundon 

Observations from Angel’s 
teacher 

“Angel watches a peer push a toy car back-and-forth on the floor and 
then he selects a toy car from a bin and begins to push it back-and-forth 
on the floor.” 

Observations from Angel’s 
teacher 

“In the sandbox, Angel plays alongside his peer and hands her a shovel 
once or twice.” 

Observations from Angel’s 
special education teacher 

“In the library corner, Angel hands books to the children who are seated 
there.” 

Observations from Angel’s 
mother 

“When his older cousins visit, Angel will laugh and clap his hands when 
they make funny noises and faces.” 

 
Step 5:  Rate the measure based on the above documentation and the observations that you made 
while watching the video clip. 
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